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duly chastened. In 1564, however, within three years of his death,
two continuations wei e put on the market, by Alonzo Perez and
Caspar Gil Polo respectively, both of which weie included in the
French translation and the English one by Bartholomew Yong,
finished in 1583 but not published till 1598. That of Perez was a
pedantic and inconsequent farrago ; the other, which Gil Polo
entitled Dlaaa Enamo^ada^ was not an unworthy sequel to Monte-
mayor's inconclusive story. It is not too long. With a few digressions
and poetical flourishes it tells how Sucno is biought back to his al-
legiance, and, all obstacles icmoved, is united at last to his mistress.
These were not the last attempts to carry on the story, m& Later
very far from the last of the Spanish pastoral or pastoral-chivalric fyan*s&
romances. The whole species was reduced to the terms of Christian *as ora s
devotion by a monk, Baitolome Ponce, in his Clara Diana d lo d'Uiffs
divino (1599)   By that time Honore d'Urfe was writing his Astree1 «* Astiee?
and Sidney's Arcadia was going into its fourth edition.2 These were
the two most famous offspring of the Diana.  Sidney had imitatois,
who were without a bpaik of genius ;  but the Astree became the
starting-point of a new kind of sentimental fiction which was to
fascinate the whole of Europe and  to have more influence in
English literature than even its own Arcadia?
Sidney's Arcadia was published in 1590, four yeais after hisTfatwo
death. What was the date of its composition ? Until 1907, when/^;;;j °f
some long-forgotten facts came to light, it was generally supposed f **$s
that he wrote the romance whilst he was in retirement at Wilton, in
1580, banished from the court owing to his determined opposition
to the project of marriage between Elizabeth and the Duke of
Anjou,4 That he wrote it as a holiday task for the pleasure of his
sister, the famous Countess of Pembroke, there is no doubt; we
have his own word for it. Further, it is probably safe to say that he
was actuated by a sense of disappointment with the way affairs were
tending and of disillusionment towards the pomps and frivolities of
court life and the brutal passions and unscrupulous ambitions that
lurked beneath the glittering surface. The Arcadia depicts life as a
1	He sketched out the story in his youth, and the first pait (printed 1607)
had been chculated in manuscript long before it was published (Reure, p. 104).
2	It desciibes itself erroneously as the third edition,
3	Warren, c 8-9, pp. 237-283.
4	See, e.g.* J. A Symonds. Sidney (English Men of Letters), pp. 76-81.

